hiša kot interier v pokrajini/
house as an interior in the landscape

1. spatial coding:
zaporedje videov/
succession of videos

recepcija/
reception

konceptualna enota/
conceptual unity

slika kot zemljevid določa odnose med videi/
image map explains relations between videos

Shakespearova historija/
Shakespeare's history play

parataktične povezave med deli celote/
paratactic relations between aspects of a whole

tok podatkov/
data stream

umetniški arhiv - arhivska struktura umetnine/artistic archive - archival structure of art

VideoSpace

- objects (house, lift, marble blocks, pond)
- textures (porn, terrorists, USA)
- camera-avatar view (first person view)
dramaturgy of space = suspense
leakage into the social context (through textures) = surprise
2. flattening:
- checking for active parts of the surface with the cursor
- full-screen videos that inhibit the interaction in the space
VideoSpace refuses the naturalistic representation of reality.
VideoSpace is not a "patch" of an existing videogame.

dvigalo za spremembo perspektive/
lift to change perspective view

VideoSpace - Arhiv kot teritorij/Archive as Territory (2002 -)

Programiranje/programming: Jure Bevk , Tomaž Bobnar.

Integracija trojice projektov Javornik, R III in VSA
odseva trikotni relaciogram sveta iz elementov človek,
jezik, materija. Virtualni prostor videoigre je
segmentiran na perceptivne vidike objektov, površin in
zainteresiranega pogleda, ki ta prostor razkriva, vanj pa
so vsajeni elementi iz projektov.

javornik

Umetniški projekt VideoSpace pomeni medijski vstop v sinhrono predstavitev avtorjeve zgodovine
ustvarjanja v umetnostnih medijih. Je virtualni tridimenzionalni prostor, v katerem so posamezni
avtorski projekti postavljeni v prostorska in konceptualna razmerja. Predstavlja vrsto arhiva, ki se
odreka kopičenju artefaktov v kronoloških razvojnih nizih; namesto tega ponuja gledalcu vstop oziroma
totalno potopitev v novo realnost, sestavljeno izključno iz kodiranja relacij med koncepti posameznih
projektov. Ker so te relacije že kodirane in vsidrane v prostorska razmerja virtualne realnosti, je
gledalčev trajektorij skozi VideoSpace začrtan ne v času doživljanja temveč v dramaturgiji prostora.

Integration of the three projects Javornik, R III and VSA
reflects the triangular relatiogram of the world
composed of elements human, language, matter. The
virtual space of videogame is segmented onto the
perceptive aspects of objects, surfaces and the
interested gaze that reveals the space, in which the
elements of the projects are implanted.

Dokument je prezentacija v različnih protokolih.
Materialni zapis je sled realnega. Vsaka prisvojitev
ga nujno odtegne prejšnji eksistenci in vsadi v novo
realnost. Spontani dialog postane skozi dobesedni
prepis nerazumljiv psevdodramski tekst. Zapis video
kamere se transformira v zemljevid likovno-časovnih
dogodkov. Marginalno samo po sebi še ne osvobaja.

The artistic project VideoSpace establishes a new media entering into the synchronous presentation of
the author's history of his creativity in the artistic media. It is a virtual three-dimensional space in
which particular artistic projects are set in spatial and conceptual relations. It represents a type of
archive that rejects the accumulation of artefacts in chronological developing series; instead it offers to
the spectator to enter or better to submerge into a new reality, constructed exclusively of the
codification of the relations between the concepts of particular projects. Since these relations are
already codified and anchored in the spatial relations of the virtual reality, the spectators trajectory
through VideoSpace is not drawn in time of experiencing but rather in the dramaturgy of space.

VideoSpace je bil integriran v projekt Friedhof Laguna /
VideoSpace was integrated into the
Friedhof Laguna project

A document is a presentation in different protocols.
Material recording is a trace of the real. Every
appropriation annihilates its former existence and
places it into a new reality. An everyday dialogue
becomes through transcription a psevdodrama. Video
recording is transformed into a map of visual
features in time. The subaltern itself does not mean
freedom yet.

digitalni video z interaktivno tridimenzionalno vir tualno realnostjo/
digital video with interactive three-dimensional vir tual realit y

http://black.fri.uni-lj.si/recyc/flr/
http://www.geocities.com/friedhoflaguna/

Very Small Array teleskop (2003)/
Very Small Array Telescope Art Project (2003)

(2001)

"The subaltern is all that is not elite,
but the trouble with those kinds of names
is that if you have any kind of political
interest you name it in the hope that the
name will disappear. That’s what class
consciousness is in the interest of: the
class disappearing. [ ] If the subaltern
can speak, thank God, the subaltern is
not a subaltern any more."
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak

http://vaupotic.bovcon.com/

Narvika Bovcon, Aleš Vaupotič

Umetniški arhiv: Dva primera/
Artistic Archive: Two Examples
Galerija Media Nox, Maribor, Slovenija, 29/XI - 8/XII/2004

Izraz softverska umetnost označuje umetniške projekte, ki uporabljajo kot svoj medij sporočilnosti algoritme. Računalnik je najpomembnejše orodje,
skorajda nepogrešljivo, ker ravno z njim sisteme pravil izvajamo in z njimi upravljamo. Softverska umetnost nikoli ne ustvarja novih fenomenov, ki prej še
ne bi obstajali, ampak vedno ureja odnose med obstoječimi fenomeni, zato je softverska umetnost pravzaprav sinonim za umetnost arhiva. Razstavo
Umetniški arhiv: Dva primera sestavljata projekta VideoSpace in Mouseion Serapeion, ki vsak na svoj način organizirata arhiv skozi umetniško kodiranje.
The term software art is used for the artistic projects, the communicative media of which are algorithms. The computer is the main tool, almost an
indispensable one, because it executes and governs the systems of rules. The software art never creates new phenomena, i.e. out of nothing, but always
manages the relationships between existing phenomena. That is why the software art is synonym for the art of archive. The exhibition Artistic Archive:
Two Examples consists of projects VideoSpace and Mouseion Serapeion that organize the archival structure in two specific artistically encoded ways.

Projekt R III (2002) je hermenevtično premikanje po teritorijih, ki
vzpostavljajo diskurzivno enoto Rihard III. - od Shakespearove historije do
celotnega opusa in različnih gledaliških in filmskih upodobitev ter
literarnoznanstvenih interpretacij, slikarskih upodobitev, ki podobno kot
video zavzemajo mesto med tekstom in posredovanji v različnih medijih, od
katerih vsako prinaša tudi odzven svojega družbeno-zgodovinskega konteksta.
Radikalna potopitev v relativnost enot omogoča pogled v singularnosti, ki pa
niso formalistično razpršene, ampak vzpostavljajo hermenevtično-etičen
odnos do posameznih socialno-zgodovinsko konkretnih diskurzivnih površin.
The project R III (2002) is a hermeneutical crossing of territories that
establish the discursive unit Richard III - from Shakespeare's history to his
entire works and a plethora of theatrical and cinematic performances, to
English Renaissance Studies, contemporary and modern paintings, that like
videotape are situated between the text and interpretations in different
media, all of them contributing their specific social and historical context.
The radical immersion into the relativity of discursive practices enables us to
construe the singularities that are not formalistically disseminated but they
establish hermeneutic and ethical relationship towards socio-historically
particular discursive fields.

Kar umetnika zanima v zvezi z možnostmi, ki jih
ponujata teleskop Very Small Array (razporeditev anten
z zelo majhnimi medsebojnimi razdaljami) in Cambriška
univerza (ki upravlja s teleskopom na Tenerifih), se
dogaja na področju tehno manipuliranega pogleda.
Radijski teleskop VSA nam omogoča videti - tako ali
drugače - privilegirano točko v prostoru in času
materialnega sveta, in sicer horizont obeh v sliki
velikega poka. Teleskop je posebej načrtovan stroj, ki
omogoča materialno povezavo s kozmičnim sevanjem.
Vendar pa morajo biti podatki meritev teleskopa
interpretirani, če hočemo dobiti dvodimenzionalno sliko,
kar vnaša drugotne (družbene) diskurze v materialni
kontinuum med kozmičnim sevanjem in informacijo,
pridobljeno s teleskopom.
1. V galeriji je računalnik s podatki kozmičnega sevanja,
ki jih prejemamo s Cambriške univerze prek interneta, s
tem pa odpiramo ekskluzivni pogled na začetno točko
časa in najoddaljenejše robove vesolja. Meritve naj bi
vsebovale materijo, kolikor mogoče čisto, na točki
njenega rojstva.
2. Drugi poudarek projekta je medinstitucionalna
izmenjava, natančneje menjava med znanstvenim
diskurzom in umetniškim kodiranjem, po drugi strani pa
tudi med institucijami kot so univerze, galerije in
posamezni umetniki. Npr. v zameno za tok podatkov sva
oblikovala znak in logotip za teleskop.
The artistic interest in the possibilities that are made
available to us by the Very Small Array telescope and
the University of Cambridge concerns the problem of
the techno-manipulated gaze. The radio telescope VSA
enables us to see - in one way or another - a privileged
point in space and time of material world, the horizon of
them both in the image of the Big Bang. The telescope is
a custom made machine that enables the material
connection with the cosmic radiation. But in order to
obtain a two-dimensional image, the data has to be
interpreted whereby other discourses not necessarily
linked to the material continuum spreading from cosmic
radiation to the information are introduced.
1. In the gallery there is a computer with data of the
cosmic radiation measurements, and thus, through
internet, an exclusive view is opened into the starting
point of time and the far end point of space. The
measurements should contain the matter as pure as
possible at the point of its birth.
2. The second emphasis of the project is the
interinstitutional exchange, particularly the exchange
between the scientific discourse and the artistic
codification, but also between institutions such as
universities, galleries, academies and individual artists.
E.g. in exchange for the data-stream we designed the
sign and the logo for the telescope.

WDL script

II. kvadrant

I. kvadrant

R III
regularna kvadratna mreža kubusov/
regular squre grid of marble blocks

integracija/
integration

VSA
Diskurz video igre:
1. prostorsko kodiranje:
- objekti (hiša, dvigalo, marmorni bloki, luža)
- teksture (pornografija, teroristi, ZDA)
- pogled kamere-avatarja (prvoosebni pogled)
dramaturgija prostora = suspenz
puščanje v socialni kontekst (skozi teksture) = presenečenje
2. preboj v ploskovitost:
- tipanje za aktivnimi deli površine
- celozaslonski videi, ki ukinjajo interakcijo v prostoru

interaktivni marmorni kubusi/
interactive marble blocks

javornik

R III
III. kvadrant

konceptualna povezava treh projektov/
conceptual relations between the three projects

IV. kvadrant

nebo/
sky

human

matter

horizont/
horizon
rob
p
roo rostor
mb
a
ord /
er

horizont kot meja interpretacije teksture/
horizon as an interpretative limit of texture

VideoSpace se odreka posnemanju realnosti.
VideoSpace ni predelava (patch) obstoječe video igre.

pokrajina/
landscape

teksture/
textures

language

Integration :
- board with the conceptual diagram
- 4 sounds in the space on interactive marble blocks (non-localized)

Discourse of videogame:

arhiv/
archive
happening

trajektorij/
trajectory

http://black.fri.uni-lj.si/videospace/vsa.htm

VSA:
- logotype in space
- animated image (sky, pond, a wall in the house)
- video on an interactive marble block

projekt/
project

http://black.fri.uni-lj.si/riii/
http://www2.arnes.si/~sspmvaup/riii/

javornik:
- 3 x 13 videos on the interactive walls of the house
- 3 sounds in the house (penetrate also into the exterior)

teritorij/
territory

http://black.fri.uni-lj.si/javornik/javornik.html
http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/~anze/javornik/javornik.html

R III:
- videi v prostoru na ekranih (in na stropu hiše)
- 8 zvokov v prostoru na interaktivnih marmornih blokih
(lokalizirani in iz off-a)
- 2 videa-sliki na interaktivnih marmornih blokih
javornik:
- 3 x 13 videov na interaktivnih stenah hiše
- 3 zvoki v hiši (segajo tudi v okolico hiše)
VSA:
- logotip v prostoru
- animirana slika (nebo, luža, stena v hiši)
- video na interaktivnem marmornem bloku
Inte g ra ci ja :
- tabla s konceptualnim diagramom
- 4 zvoki v prostoru na interaktivnih marmornih blokih (glas iz off-a)

vozlišče/
node

http://black.fri.uni-lj.si/videospace/

R III:
- videos in the space on projection surfaces (and on the house ceiling)
- 8 sounds in the space on interactive marble blocks (localized and non-localized)
- 2 video-paintings on interactive marble blocks

arhiv kot TERITORIJ/archive as TERRITORY

sider this distinction more closely later on, but however it
can not be determined on the level of terminology. Bakhtin's dialogue is a field of furious combat and confrontations.
We can compare Foucault's discourse, or more precisely
positivities, with Bakhtin's voices, languages, ideologies and,
the theoretically most elaborate concept of speech genres,
i.e. groups of utterances. The whole of all utterances is for
Bakhtin the speech communication in the form of a dialogue, whereas in Foucault we speak of the archive. Even
the terminological trespasses across the (theoretically less
important) borderline between the discursive and the (quasi)non-discursive are in both authors marked with the terminological change: Bakhtin uses the term "chronotope" for
the not only discoursive speech genre, whereas Foucault
uses the word "dispositive" meaning a heterogeneous unity
of discourses and institutions.
However, the most important resemblance, the one that
provoked our comparison, is the fact that the theories of
both authors enable the description of the field of discursive
relations without reducing it to a homogenous systematic of
a system (langue) or to the creative subject. Foucault and
Bakhtin are exceptional authors because they trespass the
limitations of the deconstruction and they inaugurate the
domain of heteroglossia, where it is possible to describe literally an infinite number of specific and unique discursive
formations. The two philosophical aspects by insisting on
the surface or the exteriority of discourse enable the view
into the specificity of singular discursive practices that were
till now theoretically unnoticed. Where the deconstruction
sees two exclusive possibilities that are through their opposition translatable to each other, there the so called New Historicist view sees a multiplicity of non-reducible discursive
practices, the variety of existence that obstinately declines
the totalizing formalisation, although it can not be understood outside the horizon of semiotic anymore. We could
say that in both authors the systematic of their theories
alone (especially from the point of view of taxonomy, that is
more elaborate in Foucault) does not reach the importance
of their opening of completely new horizons in humanities.
Both methodologies, Bakhtin's and Foucault's, are of
course universal. In Bakhtin this can be seen in the application of the dialogic approach to the problem of historical
grammar (in Marxism and the Philosophy of Language,
Third Part). It is evident also from Bakhtin's last treaties,
e.g. Toward a Methodology for the Human Sciences[20]
where he develops his own hermeneutics. Understanding is
actually the integration of the understood into the contexts
of the one that understands and who is open for the future.
The theme of the integration into one's own context could
also represent one of the legitimate understandings of Foucault's problematic of the relation between the critical and
the descriptive moment of the archaeology, let us note how
the Foucaults commentaries on his book Discipline and
Punish sometimes reach beyond the level of knowledge and
transgress the border of political recruiting. The approach

of events, but only as far as they constitute archaeological
territories - the actually existent, always limited social discourses. This limitation is not so much a theoretical condition as it is an existential mode of the human being that
opens to the outside, be that a text, the world, other people
or whatever. New Historicism reveals the reality of phenomena as they open to our intuition, that is, as we communicate with them. A theoretically informed examination of
particular events (Foucault) or actions (Bakhtin) is thus
once again possible.
The fil rouge of our paper could be the expression "to historicize", which is a kind of slogan of American New Historicists. Like most of expressions today this one appears to be
pretty awkward since the call: "Always historicize!" has been
written down by Frederick Jameson in the Marxist context.
The demand for unification and totalization is nowhere as
strong as it is in science with mathematics on its top. Historicizing can be considered a counter-practice. Every use of
a statement activates the whole of the discursive formation
and also the whole of an archive, it changes the whole reality. New Historicism tends to notice these displacements.
Bakhtin for example historicizes Rabelais's relation to women: through the contradictions in Rabelais's favourable disposition towards women and his approval of a folklore tradition where women represent the utterly base, Bakhtin
points at discursive raptures, that condition these disconti-

genres as groups of utterances also inside a single utterance.
For Bakhtin this implies problems about how to think the
borders between primary speech genres inside composite
secondary genres (e.g. a novel), whereas in our case this
proves that the metalinguistic analysis corresponds to the
archaeological description of the relations between discursive units inside a singular statement and between different
statements. Bakhtin's utterance is an intervention into the
whole of speech communication this including also the
whole of the socio-historical context. This intervention is
heterogeneous, it is a diffraction of some utterances, that
have been appropriated, in other utterances that have also
been appropriated by the individual. Let us add that neither
for Foucault nor for Bakhtin semiotic on itself is a sufficient
basis for the utterance - crucial is its functioning in the
enunciative field; whereas if we reverse this rationale every
sign can exist only through its enunciative function.
Foucault and Bakhtin in contrast to the Lacanian psychoanalysis enable the research of the units smaller than an individual. Regarding this we find interesting the answers of
Foucault to the objections of Jacques-Allain Miller.
J.-A. M.: Finally, for you who are these subjects that
confront each other?
M. F.: This is a hypothesis, I would say: everyone to
everybody. /…/ We all fight against everybody. And
there is always something inside us that fights
against something else inside us.
J.-A. M.: /…/ but at the end, the individuals are the
first and last element?
M. F.: Yes, individuals, and even less than individuals.
J.-A. M.: Less than individuals?
M. F.: Why not?[17]
We have to stress two things: that Foucault insists on the
subject to be the position that is attributed to a certain
standpoint only subsequently and is not its origin, and secondly, this furthermore makes it possible to speak about a
unit smaller than an individual. What is less than the individual, i.e. a human, are - if we borrow a similar situation in
Bakhtin - the intertwining discourses (ideologies) that build
one's consciousness as internal dialogue. We have to bear in
mind the heteroglossia that intervenes with the heteronomous consciousness of an individual and stratifies it.[18]
The consciousness is a multiplicity of refractions of discourses with other discourses. In Bakhtin the heteroglotic
character of one utterance becomes most explicit in polyphonic novel - a similar situation we find also in Foucault when one oeuvre is governed by one or many positivities.[19] The borders between the positivities coincide in
this case with the problems of the internal borders between
speech genres inside one (composite) utterance in Bakhtin.
Let us only mention the theme of carnival, the central
theme in Bakhtin's works, that is also very important in
Foucault's Discipline and Punish.
Bakhtin's dialogue partially corresponds with Foucault's
struggle - the military strategic confrontation. We will con-

this quest for the point of beginning, this sickness of
speech, do you …
M. F.: I say this fictionally, for fun, stories.[27]
On one side we have Bakhtin the mystic, on the other Foucault, the modern joker who blasphemically combines philosophy with the vulgarity of the anarchistic struggle for
domination.

The New Historicism that is to a large extent founded in theories of Michel Foucault and also, though less explicitly, in
works of Mikhail Bakhtin, was born from a double tension the crisis of deconstruction and the tendency to research the
data from the point of view of their historical singularity.
However, traditional history that was refused by formalisms
and different forms of structuralism, can not defy the insights of deconstruction, which would be necessary if we
want to have a method that succeeds deconstruction. For
New Historicism the most important is the finding of the
theoretical apparatus that reveals specific socio-historically
singular discursive fields. Thereby, the monologism of the
unifying structuralist approach, that is looking for the more
or less non-problematic unity of langue behind the surface
of discourse, is overcome. New Historicism, methodologically a so called philosophical aspect,[28] opens the specificity

Conclusion

ties".[5]
Foucauldian archaeological approach to the historical a
priori constructs a different type of historicity from, for instance, the linear successivity of language or the stream of
conciseness; the discourse (from the point of view of the archaeology) has a different model of historicity. There are
two main issues involved. First, (IV/5/I)[6]: the apparent
synchrony of discursive formations is actually a temporary
suspension of temporal successivity, in order for the relations that define the temporality of the discoursive formation itself to appear. This is manifested in such cases when,
for example, something that is archaeologically before is not
necessarily before also from the chronological point of view.
Thereby, archaeology (a) releases "the level of 'evential' engagement", i.e. it releases specific singular events from the
destructive linearity. On the other hand, (b) the rules of formation of discoursive practice appear on different levels of
generality: they may be in a synchronous hierarchic relationship or they may implicate the "temporal vector". From
this point of view, archaeology cartographically "maps the
temporal vectors of derivation". Second (IV/5/II): the aim
Foucault approaches by means of archaeology is to differentiate the differences and therefore he declines the homogenous term of "change" and instead he proposes a multiplicity of types of "transformation" that appear on different
levels of events.
After this excursion into the theory of archaeology we
must return to Bakhtin in order to maintain the parallels.
Bakhtin is known to be a very non-systematic author
(which is regarding the terminological and academic rigour
quite obvious), but this is certainly not true about the central lines that bind together the whole of his works regardless of occasional variations. Although we can't find in
Bakhtin the kind of large systematic schemes Foucault has
developed in his The Archeaology of Knowledge, it is still
possible to point out where this view of historical analysis
becomes manifest also in Bakhtin's work.
In this regard we find significant Bakhtin's remark from
his treaty Epic and Novel:[7] he is not interested in literary
movements or periods, instead as protagonists of literary
history he considers the literary genres. It is important that
he places at the core of literature as a process the relations
between genres. On one hand, these are literary genres like
epos, tragedy or novel, but on the other hand, they are understood in terms of metalinguistic context of the theory of
speech genres that are similar to Foulcault's discursive formations. Bakhtin's interest in the raptures and similarities
on the level of archaeology can be recognised in his research of the tradition of carnival, which is not limited to
the external similarities or common ideas, but it is rather
trying to find what Foucault would call "archaeological isomorphisms"[8] between different discoursive formations.
For example, let us just mention, that according to Bakhtin
the closest to the novel in the late Antiquity are the "serious-

the working class house by division of rooms into separate
rooms for girls and boys would be of course ironic, since
here what is at stake is mainly the subjectivation (subjugation, determination) of individuals into boys and girls in the
context of "cités ouvrieres".
The space implicates a discursive charge, but however for
comparison with the theories of Bakhtin the ideological impact of space in a literary case, e.g. the castle in the so called
gothic novel, is even more significant.[3] The chronotope the castle in the gothic novel - is a discursive unit of space,
time and ideology. Thus, Foucault's insisting on the priority
of space over time comes even closer to Bakhtin's studies of
chronotope (this being probably the most important concept in his works). The word is used by Bakhtin in two different meanings: neutrally chronotope means the same as
speech genre, i.e. the basic generic unit of his theory, a
group of similar utterances. From this we can conclude that
every specific chronotope is actually an utterance that overcomes its mere linguistic character as its formal (i.e. non-essential) feature. However, we will make more out of the second use of the word chronotope, meaning the quality of
chronotopicality that represents a special quality or value of
condensation of time in space. In the main study on this
theme Forms of Time and Chronotope in the Novel Bakhtin mentions chronotope as a materialisation of time,
whereas chronotopicality occupies an important place also
in the monograph on Dostoevsky (especially in the rewritten version) Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics where the
central chronotopes, which are very "chronotopical", are the
carnival marketplace and the door-step. In both cases what
Bakhtin is trying to emphasise is the co-existence of different voices (we could say discourses) in a single moment and
therefore outside of time.
It is apparent that Bakhtin eliminates the time, which is in
the teleological linearity, annihilating itself in its monological finality, of no interest to him. Important are the synchronous relations between different voices as speech genres or
ideologies (i.e. groups of similar utterances). Let's look back
at Foucault who is proposing something similar in the horizon of the archaeological method. In the book The Archaeology of Knowledge the method with the same name
"freezes the history". From the chronological point of view
the archaeology is interested only in the starting point,
when the so called discursive formation comes to existence,
and the end point, when it disappears. Time exists only in
the raptures, in a sequence of multiplicity of eternities,
which is largely in disagreement with the traditional homogenous linearity of history.[4] The archaeological description is developed on the level of general history, which
means that discourse is not independent and ideal, enclosed
in a homogenous and absolute history, but it is rather developed on the level "in which history can give place to definite
types of discourse, which have their own type of historicity,
and which are related to a whole set of various historici-

NOTES [1] Foucault: Vednost - oblast - subjekt, 44. [2] Same, 43. [3] Same, 47. [4]
Foucault: The Archaeology of Knowledge, 166. [5] Same, 165. [6] (Chapters and
subchapters in The Archaeology of Knowledge.) [7] In Bakhtin: The Dialogical
Imagination. [8] The Archaeology of Knowledge, IV/4/2/(a), see also (b)-(e). [9]
See same, 24. [10] Bakhtin: Marksizam i filozofija jezika, 45. [11] Bakhtin: The
Problem of the Text in Linguistics, Philology, and the Human Sciences in Bakhtin:
Speech Genres and Other Late Essays. [12] Marksizam i filozofija jezika, 30. [13]
The Archaeology of Knowledge, 103. [14] Vednost - oblast - subjekt, 19. [15] The
Archaeology of Knowledge, 131. [16] In Speech Genres and Other Late Essays.
[17] Vednost - oblast - subjekt, 86-7. [18] Marksizam i filozofija jezika. [19] The Archaeology of Knowledge, 139. [20] Speech Genres and Other Late Essays. [21] In
The New Historicism, 89-101. [22] Foucault: Predavanja, 1975/76. [23] The Archaeology of Knowledge, IV/4/1. [24] See Foucault: What is Enlightenment? in
Vednost - oblast - subjekt. [25] Bakhtin: Art and Answerability. [26] Vednost - oblast - subjekt, 25. [27] Same, 91. [28] See Kos: Uvod v metodologijo literarne vede.

Aleš Vaupotič

nuities. Taking into account the discourse of carnival resolves the apparent paradox. This example at the same time
shows, how world may not be transparent at first sight. Historicizing means to be cautious and responsible in understanding and in action. Historicizing is a value that is attained progressively, however this does not mean a
pragmatistic piling of findings, but rather a disclosure of
raptures in homogenities. Last but not least, it means also
the methodological unveiling of the singular, because in the
opposite case we would only be deconstructing the derived
regularities.

Even more significant than to show the similarities is to
point at the differences between Bakhtin's and Foucault's
thought. In the book The New Historicism, a collection of
treatises on the most recent methodological movement in
contemporary humanities, edited by Harold Aram Veeser,
we find an interesting paper by John D. Schaeffer The Use
and Misuse of Gianbattista Vico: Rhetoric, Orality and
Theories of Discourse,[21] which establishes that Foucault's treatises are following the spirit of the Enlightenment
in being limited to the profane dimension of discourse, in
contrast to Vico's thought that recognises also religious
components. Foucault does not consider the religious type
of relations.
Foucault's works do indeed possess the Enlightenment's
spirit of Freedom, like the author himself accurately states
in his paper What is Enlightenment? (Was ist Aufklärung?) This circumstance has important consequences. For
him the statement is an event (in contrast to Bakhtin's personalistic act). Foucault is interested in relations between
events, for model of which he takes the war, combat, strategies (in contrast to Bakhtin's dialogue).[22] What are the
drives behind the struggle in the field of power-knowledge,
we shouldn't ask, says Foucault. However, because of the
lack of the origin, the subject or the basis of all the regular
differentiations, there arises a problem. The whole of the archive can not be described especially from the viewpoint of
methodological coherence, that is, it must not be totally described because in the opposite case, if the archive description would be unlimited, we would return to the structural
level of history of ideas, says Foucault.[23] Of course it is obvious that the archive can not be described in its totality, but
we have to add that the categorical restrain in doing so
moves the emphasis from the upper parts (universal laws)
of the scientific pyramid to its lower parts (variety of
events). However, such straightforward prohibition appears
as a rather arbitrary act and, as we will see, it is in accordance with Foucault's ludistic attitude. Most certainly we
don't want to deny the importance of the turn of negative
criticism into a positive one[24] (that specifies the singularity of events), even though it seams that we can find the
playfulness of freedom behind the whole project and therefore it can hardly be understood outside the usual scheme of
the subject and the structure.
Bakhtin's thought is, in contrast to Foucault's, a personalistic one. An utterance is an act (and not an event that is a
given), an individual intervention into the reality of speech
communication, although this does not mean the return to
the subject. Instead, Bakhtin proceeds from the phenomenological analysis of the relation of the self and the other; see
Author and Hero in Aesthetic Activity.[25] Bakhtin de-

The differences - Bakhtin and mysticism

we are proposing is beyond the scientific objectivity of a
closed system of truth. The truth is just a strategic weapon
on the carnival marketplace of history.

funny" genres and not the ancient romances. Or the case
when the carnival tradition is kept in literature and to a
much lesser extent in circus although the latter is in its external features very similar to the original carnivalesque
manifestations. Foucault would call that an "archaeological
shift" (same structure but from the archaeological point of
view different elements, with Bakhtin's words we could say,
that carnival and circus belong to different socio-historical
voices).
Bakhtin's and Foucault's methods likewise approach the
historical a priori without succumbing to the unifying logic
of historical development. What remains in focus are the
specificities of different discursive practices (Foucault) or
voices, languages (Bakhtin). Both authors insist on declining what Bakhtin would call monologism and Foucault the
principle of continuity that washes away the specific features from the surfaces of events. In order not to lose our
emphasis, let us summarise the central line of this paper. We
have shown that both authors emphasise the meaning of
space - and not of time - in contemporary philosophy (Foucault rather explicitly), which in turn takes us back to the
possibilities of this method that are different from for example deconstruction that seemingly by concentrating on the
problems of time arrives to the raptures and more or less authentic temporality, but still can't establish a differentiated
perspective into the actual rapture of time. While that's exactly what Bakhtin's and Foucault's theories enable us to do.
At this point let us rethink the term "to historicize" so commonly used in literary treaties of American New Historicists
and most of the time perceived as a problematic term. We
will try to give it a more concrete content. By the term
"historicizing" we can denote what Bakhtin calls chronotopicality as a special quality. It means the disposition of complex temporal, spacious and semiotic relations "just like" in
space, whereby the specificity of singular events that relate
to each other, likewise within the same chronological moment and in the always different transformations on the
time line, comes to light. The time is no more an uninterrupted gliding towards an end that is assured in advance (or
at least in a known direction), instead it breaks up into a
field of intertwining temporalities that move quasi-ahead as
long as they interfere with other series. Instead of a line
what we have now is an infinite net of sequences of describable unique elements, or, instead of the authentic temporal
rapture we have the carnival marketplace.
Let us stress once more, that for chronotopicality in this
sense of the term the time on itself is not considered to be
important for the triple relation of time-space-meaning. The
neutral conception of chronotope is something totally different and in its neutrality omnipresent. About the chronotopicality of the carnival marketplace that is to enable the concrete content of the notion to historicize, the dialogical
confrontation of a multiplicity of socio-historically specific
views of the world is essential. The historicizing view is di-
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terest towards the particular,[26] however Bakhtin's solution seams more appropriate, since it explicitly deals with
the relationship of the researcher to the transcendent reality
of discourse, which is afterwards being described. This reality can not be constructed through loosening and destroying
the Hegelian metaphysical structure because everything
there is is always already caught in the development of the
Idea. In the case of Bakhtin's - and also of Foucault's - opening of the non-regularity of the experience, the relation to
the transcendent according to the mystical scheme appears
to be more relevant, although the transcendent is only attainable through the crevices in the homogenous patches of
positivities.
The differences between Bakhtin's and Foucault's theory
can be gathered in the religious and ethical obligation of the
dialogical model of hermeneutics on one hand and the aggressive ludistic image of Nietzscheian struggle on the other.
Interesting are some examples from the discussion between
Jacques-Allain Miller and Foucault about the problem of the
subject:
J.-A. M.: You are once again looking for the source,
this time the quilty one is Tertulian …
M. F.: I do this for fun.
J.-A. M.: Of course, you will say: this is more complex, there are many heterogeneous levels, movements upwards and downwards. I am being serious,

order of psychological or ideal. We have three things: the
sign, the thing and the meaning (znacenie). The meaning is
the function of the sign, the relation between the reality of
the sign and the represented reality.[12] Alongside, it is important that Bakhtin's method explores the level of relations
of heteroglossia, the brakes between and within ideologies.
Regarding Foucault it is also possible to talk about the material dimension of a statement, whereas the dilemmas of
this materiality is solved by the author with the formulation: "institutional materiality".
A statement cannot be identified with a fragment
of matter; but its identity varies with a complex set of
material institutions.[13]
In a similar direction points the lecture The Order of Discourse, where Foucault speaks of "disembodied materialism", whereby stressing that an event is nor something of
the order of body neither something immaterial.[14] In
both cases, Bakhtin's and Foucault's, we can talk about materialism only from the view point of, we could say, discursive materialism - the only substance being the substance of
materiality of signs as long as they are utterances.
Both authors are connected also through a similar anthropological view. In Bakhtin's Marxism and the Philosophy
of Language the human consciousness is an internal dialogue and the human identity can be found in the specificity
of individual diffraction of ideologies in the field of which
he or she lives. The consciousness for Bakhtin is of the order
of discourse. Foucault's standpoint can be seen in the quotation regarding the limits in the research of an archive where
it is impossible for the scholar to analyse his own archive:
In this sense, the diagnosis does not establish the fact
of our identity by the play of distinctions. It establishes that we are difference, that our reason is the
difference of discourses, our history the difference of
times, ourselves the difference of masks.[15]
We are a series in the network of multiplicity of discourses
and institutions. The human as consciousness is an entity of
the same order as the dispositive. As subject one is dispersed
in the totality of the archive as the surface of the dispersion.
In both authors, thus, we find the rejection of the model of
modern subject, especially in its psychologistic version.
Likewise, the terminology in the works of both authors
corresponds to a large extent. The basic element of Bakhtin's metalinguistics is the utterance (vyskazyvanie) that is
determined by the exchange of speakers - see especially the
treatise The Problem of Speech Genres.[16] In Foucault the
statement is determined by its enunciative function on four
levels. At first sight rather different systems turn out to be
remarkably similar. The location of the utterance between
the starting and the ending point of one speaker's locution
in Bakhtin means, that it is defined in relation to the whole
of speech communication and thus it relates to previous,
present and anticipated future utterances. On the other
hand, the utterance is being determined also internally by
dialogism - this meaning its existential incorporation into a
dialog - and thus we can see the relations between speech

What makes the method we are constructing different from
other methods? Let's get in medias res! Foucault in one of
his interviews said:
The double investment of space, politically-technological and scientifically-practical, has reduced philosophy to the field of questions about time. What according to Kant the philosopher must question is
time. Hegel, Bergson, Heidegger. This coincides with
correlative devaluation of space, which is inscribed
to the side of reason, analytical, dead, fixed, inert.
/…/ when I was arguing on problems of space, they
said that it is reactionary to speak so much about
space and that time and "project" are what matters in
life and progress.[1]
Time is the dominant theme of philosophy, whereas space is
only its non-active appendix. In his criticism of established
convictions Foucault relates mainly to the importance of
space (and architecture) in Bentham's Panopticon, where
space is not a mere mathematical model that is filled in time
with emanations of Geistesgeschichte, but it alone differentiates the reality. Foucault is interested in power relations
immanent to the space. He appeals to the "historical-political"[2] questioning of the problems of space, but for our
concern it is essential that the space itself implicates its
meaningfulness and functions as an ideological (in Bakhtin's words, i.e. discursive) attitude in the world context. For
instance, Foucault's reference to the "kind" enrichment of

The specificity of the method (space and time)

After the poststructuralist crisis of historicisms how is it possible for historical research to be once again predominant in
humanities? This paper will point at the methodological
novelties that enable new approaches to the research in historical data. We will focus on the most important theoretical
work of Michel Foucault The Archaeology of Knowledge
which systematically explicates the method. Besides analysing Foucault's archaeology - this being a model for the analysis of historical data - we will focus also on pointing out the
similarities between the "metalinguistics" i.e. "Marxist philosophy of language" by Mikhail Bakhtin and the theory of
Foucault. Nevertheless we must mention also the context of
New Historicism, a methodological movement that emerged
in the United States in late seventies especially in literary
criticism and reached its highest point in late eighties and in
nineties. Although this being a highly heterogeneous theoretical conglomerate, its core is still dominated by the theories of Michel Foucault and also, even if not that explicitly,
by theories of Mikhail Bakhtin.

On the problem of historical
research in humanities:
Michel Foucault and Mikhail Bakhtin

Število pojavitev iskanih besed v opisnih-interpretativnih tekstih projektov je edini
kriterij samo pri glavnem zadetku, za katerega si želimo, da bi čimbolj zadostil iskalnemu nizu.

Ostalih šest zadetkov se izbere po naslednjem ključu:
- 50 % število ponovitev iskanih besed v opisnih-interpretativnih tekstih projektov,
- 30 % število ponovitev iskanih besed v preteklih iskanjih,
- 20 % predhodni izbrani projekti.

Iskalni algoritem si pri izboru pomaga z dodeljevanjem točk projektom kandidatom.
Tako je poleg glavnega zadetka, ki je določen izključno s pomočjo prvega kriterija,
izbranih še šest projektov, ki zberejo največ točk po zgornjih kriterijih. Vendar je tudi
glavni zadetek še vedno vključen v točkovanje in tako prvih sedem projektov po vsakem kriteriju dobi od 1 - 7 točk za vsakega od navedenih treh kriterijev. Točke, dobljene po prvem kriteriju, se nato množijo s 5, točke ostalih dveh kriterijev pa s 3 oz. z
2.

The number of matching words found in the descriptive-interpretative texts of the
projects is the only criterion only for the main hit, which should match the search
string as accurately as possible.

The remaining six hits are selected according to the following rules:
- 50 % the number of matching words found in the descriptive-interpretative texts
of the projects,
- 30 % the number of repeated words from previous searches,
- 20 % previously selected projects.

The search algorithm employs an additional system of points that are attributed to
the candidate projects in order to select additional six projects with the main one,
following the rules explained above. The main hit is also a part of this rating. The
first seven hits are attributed points from 1 to 7 for each of the criteria. The points
calculated according to the first criterion are then multiplied by 5, whereas the
points obtained from the second and third criterion are multiplied by 3 or. 2 accordingly.
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Mouseion Serapeion - Arhiv kot vmesnik/Archive as Interface (2004 -)

s o f t v e r s k a u m e t n o s t - p a m e n t n i a r h i v / s o f t wa r e a r t - s m a r t a r c h i v e

1. Mouseion Serapeion is an archive that presents and critically reviews the first ten years of the artistic
production of the Video Seminar at Ljubljana Academy of fine arts (1987 - 1997). Almost six hours of video
in total and seventy-six commentaries of individual works.
2. Mouseion Serapeion is an artistically coded smart application for Windows operating system that generates the context for individual elements of the archive according to the user's requirements. The main
search result in the centre of the "Territory" is derived by means of browsing through the metadata of
particular elements of the archive; the secondary six hits are additionally defined by the user's horizon of
understanding, which was recorded for a generic group of participants in the techno-artistic institution as
the history of browsing. The view "List" on the other hand assures the access to all the elements of the archive and so eases the user's dialogue with the language of the Academy's video production.
3. Mouseion Serapeion, an artistic research project, is a construction:
a. It models the notion of social and historic identities as they are developed on the level of the atoms of
Power-Knowledge in the theory of discourse by Michel Foucault;
b. It models the techno version of the visage, which confronts the user of the application by means of dialogue; theisage is therefore unknowable in the mystically transcendental sense of the word.

1. Mouseion Serapeion je arhiv, ki predstavlja in avtorsko komentira prvih deset let umetniške produkcije
seminarja za video na ljubljanski Akademiji za likovno umetnost (1987 - 1997). Skoraj šest ur videa v celoti
ter šestinsedemdeset komentarjev za posamezne videe.
2. Mouseion Serapeion kot umetniško kodiran program za okolje Oken interaktivno in pametno ustvarja
kontekst posameznih elementov arhiva. Glavni zadetek na sredini "Teritorija" je določen na podlagi
brskanja skozi tekstovne metapodatke posameznih elementov arhiva, ostalih šest pa poleg iskanja določa
še horizont razumevanja samega uporabnika, kot se je za generično skupino uporabnikov tehnoumetniške
institucije ustvaril na podlagi zgodovine uporabljanja programa. Pogled "Seznam" zagotavlja dostop do
vseh elementov v podatkovni bazi in olajša dialog z jezikom akademijskih videov.
3. Mouseion Serapeion je umetniškoraziskovalna konstrukcija:
a. modelira vizijo družbeno-zgodovinskih identitet, kot jo predpostavlja teorija diskurza Michela Foucaulta
na ravni atomov oblasti-vednosti;
b. modelira tehno različico obličja, ki se obrača k uporabniku programa skozi dialog; obličje je s tega vidika
nespoznavno v smislu mistično presežnega.

"The visitor in the gallery (Rotas-Sator Equrna, installation
Telerobot Leonardo) has found him/herself, first, in the real
space in which he/she physically followed the robot in four
steps, and secondly, he/she by walking in real space entered
also the virtual space through the virtual image on the robot’s
monitor. This means that video can be on one hand translated
and integrated into an interactive digital installation,
whereas on the other hand this video has been constructed also
as videotape, which has generated the Slovene Parliament by
Jože Plečnik. On the symbolic level the parliament has been
inscribed as the place of action, since it has never been
actually built, and when it has been constructed, it was
possible to place it into the digital space of Ljubljana and to
inscribe it as the spiritual point, that has been missing in the
urbane structure of Ljubljana. This was the Plečnik’s
triangular network. The triangular network is nowadays
accepted as the spiritual network, where an initial initiation
is connected to two points and from each of these two it
connects to another two. This spiritual network is, of course,
in total contradiction with the square grid that was the
building bases for the urbane Ljubljana and has been
developed from the Roman Emona (Latin for Ljubljana) with
its expansionistic square structure. Internet art, the
artistically coded pages on the internet, I imagine to run not
like the profane internet communication – that is, with the
goal to span the square grid over the whole globe and connect
all the territory – but instead, what is important is the
triangular communication between the participants who are
willing to code the art on internet."

N. B., A. V.: As-if-interview with Prof Srečo Dragan
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scribes two independent and mutually irreducible modes of
existence - I and Other. Between them there is the so-called
relation of "extra-location" (vnenahodimost). Let's look at
one example: an "I" can not perceive its own external appearance, which of course does not mean that we can not
discursively think ourselves as a part of the outside world, it
is only that we can not experience ourselves in our external
appearance. We can not approach ourselves through an
"emotional-volitional reaction", we can not decide on our
beauty or ugliness. All my emotional reactions to myself are
taken from the reactions of others to myself. This phenomenological analysis of two existential modes is the foundation of heteronomous human consciousness as a series of
internalised foreign utterances, other people's ideologies. It
is also the theoretical basis for the concept of dialogism,
since in its core there is extra-location as the constitutive relation.
In Bakhtin's fragment Towards the Philosophical Bases
of the Human Sciences (1940-43) that was later developed
into his last text Toward a Methodology for the Human
Sciences we find a dichotomy between the reification process in the practical interest and the other extreme: "[…]
thought of God in the presence of God, a dialogue, petition,
prayer. Necessity of free self-exposure of the personality."
Here we find the concept of dialogue that implicates two
consciousnesses that are radically non-fused. Their relationship tends to affirm the other as the absolute other. The dialogue is founded in the extra-location of the I toward the
other, and is an ethical and hermeneutic feature. Bakhtin's
thought is through the absoluteness of the other therefore
close to the mystical tradition. In the core of mysticism there
is a thought that opens up to the transcendental, which
could never be adequately described or named. All what is
left are cognitive attempts to grasp the transcendental,
which not being accessible to logic opens up through play,
imagery, symbols, and particularly in Bakhtin's case
through dialogue as an ethical and hermeneutic task driven
to the pitch of religious experience. (See Vaupotič The Philosophy of Mikhail Bakhtin.)
Foucault's relation to hermeneutics is problematic, particularly because he rejects it - having in mind especially the
Dilthean type. Nevertheless, he inaugurates the limited
character of the archaeological analysis - which opens, as
we have shown, the spatial development of the field of problems (which has been in the horizon of traditional history
squeezed into a line) -, with an arbitrary hypothesis about
an interdiscursive configuration or group, and continues
with the hermeneutical circle of verifications and revisions
of the premises thus bringing us closer to greater certainty.
The hermeneutical attitude is evident in the opening of possible understandings and in systematically revising them.
Michel Foucault somewhere mentions his direct predecessor at the College de France Jean Hyppolit. In Foucault's
works we can, considering Jean Hyppolit's project, talk
about the opening of the Hegelian metaphysical structure
through the rejecting of totality and through the shift of in-

Briefly, we will show the similarities between Bakhtin's
theory of dialogism and the philosophy of Michel Foucault.
Outstandingly obvious is the resemblance of not accepting
the interpretation and formalisation in Foucault's archaeology with Bakhtin's non-acceptance of "individualistic subjectivism" and "abstract objectivism", for example in the book
Marxism and the Philosophy of Language. On one hand
we have the non-acceptance of the psychologism of expression[9] (Dilthey's hermeneutics), on the other hand there is
non-acceptance of de Saussure's structuralism with a homogenous structure that enables us only to explore dead linguistic systems - langue. In accordance with this are both
Foucault's and Bakhtin's furious denials of structural (linguistic and logical) approaches throughout their work. At
the same time we must take into account that both authors,
although they deny the structuralist approach, explore
above all the relations between elements, though outside
the methodological paradigm of a unifying logical structure.
They both search for describable socio-historic voices, languages or ideologies (Bakhtin) or positivities that are submerged into the whole of the discursive and non-discursive
field (Foucault).
On the other side we find connections with Marxism. Both
authors stress the interaction between the institutions and
the discursive, but of course outside the homogenous linearity of base and superstructure and the homogenous history
of class struggle. Also with Bakhtin it is impossible to talk
about extra-linguistic that would one-sidedly define the domain of expressions, instead, reality is a network of socially
specific languages or ideologies. Language for Bakhtin is a
view of the world, the world as a whole as it is perceived by
a human being. Utterance is at large an act in the never-ending great dialogue of speech communication.
We find it appealing that some researchers understand
both authors in the context of materialism, which is true, although the details of this problem are very important. Bakhtin's thought is materialistically monistic,[10] which means
that the only substance is the materiality of the discursive.
In the book Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, being explicitly Marxist, the existence that is before the ideological is frequently taken into account, although it is at the
same time being diminished by the radical understanding of
the ideological-semiotic. "Language, a word, that is almost
everything in human life."[11] The ideological steps in the
foreground. The sign is material - a single material thing but it carries also meaning (thereby the sign overcomes its
singularity) which is inseparable from the material. Outside
the material there is no meaning. The meaning is not of the

Foucault's archaeology of knowledge and
Bakhtin's theory of dialogism

rected to the variety of different voices that surrounds us
and at the same time creates us.
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To construct an archive nowadays is not a non-problematic or an obvious project. This is not due only to the fact
that we are constructing a DVD-ROM application of the archive structure and its further integration into the
medium of the internet site - that both constitutively imply a certain degree of interactivity -, but it is the very
identity of the archive that is problematic today. Even more, it is not a crisis of the identity of the archive but of
the notion of identity itself, in the context of contemporary criticism of the subjectivity. To understand the concept of the archive, if we want our approach to be up to date, it is necessary to consider the "archaeological
method", developed by Michel Foucault in his Archaeology of Knowledge, that dissolves the archive as a selfstanding unit like that of a telephone directory printed in a book. (However, we must point out that a book as
such is not necessarily constructed according to the principles of the "pre-foucauldian" archive, but it is still apparent that the contemporary interactive forms and media propose a more adequate means for the reconfiguration of the archive-structure.) The second philosophical impulse for the guidelines of our project of the archive is the mystical tradition of the renaissance philosopher Nicolaus Cusanus (1401-64), especially his treatise
De Visione Dei. In his text inspired by the contradictory aspect of the pictures that follow the spectator with
their eyes across the room Cusanus derives the possibility of conceptualising the God's view and thereby God's
image, as it appears to the already quite individualized early renaissance human. Here we want to mention also
the paper by Tine Germ from his book Nikolaj Kuzanski in renesancna umetnost (Ljubljana, 1999) that explains
Dürer's Christo-morphous self-portrait (1500) through the Nicholas' thesis. Dürer has, following Cusanus, portrayed God, as he appears to every individual in the way most adequate for him/her - that is as his/her self-portrait.

Our archive will through manipulation of a simple algorithm, some kind of artificial intelligence, adapt to each
user in turn. (Actually, these will be generic groups of users since we are not interested in the individuality of a
subject in the hermeneutical circle but instead we are interested in the regular construction of the socio-historically specific identities). Thus two things happen: on one hand the archive is constructed in the way most suitable for each particular user - the meaning evolves by the movements through the archive, in the constellations
of elements specific to each user -, on the other hand it is important that although the access to any element of
the archive is not blocked, the effect of the individually created constellations of the archive suggests the atmosphere of closing up or restriction. The archive appears to be closing despite the fact that there are no actual restrictions at browsing; this however can be explained through Foucault's concept of Power-Knowledge, so often being misinterpreted by the theoricians as simply restrictive.

Our refiguration of the archive will enable two things. First, this will be the actual archive of the projects by students of video seminar at the Academy of Fine Arts in Ljubljana. Secondly, it will enable the view into the construction of social identities that are not evolved simply through violence and indoctrination, but rather
through the hermeneutical circles of creating meanings. Different forms or constellations of the archive will appear as different subject positions, whereas on the other hand this specific form of the archive dissolves one of
the major problems of contemporary writing of theories and histories of art. The archive will not be constructed
once and for all times, instead it will evolve through dialogue between different users that will enter and manipulate it, among them of course the authors, too.

Konstrukcija sodobnega arhiva ni nekaj samoumevnega. Pravzaprav ni ključnega pomena to, da gre za DVDROM aplikacijo arhivske strukture in njeno nadaljnjo integracijo (samo delno gre zgolj za redukcijo) v medij internetnega mesta, ki obe konstitutivno vključujeta določeno stopnjo interaktivnosti, ampak je danes v krizi sama
identiteta arhiva. Pravzaprav ni v krizi identiteta arhiva, ampak sam pojem identitete, seveda v kontekstu sodobnih kritik subjekta. Za nas je pomembno predvsem teoretično preoblikovanje teorije arhiva danes najvplivnejšega filozofa Michela Foucaulta, posebej kot se to kaže v njegovem osrednjem delu Arheologija vednosti. Za razumevanje arhiva je, če seveda hočemo premišljeno pristopiti k problematiki, nujno upoštevati "arheološko"
metodo, ki razblini arhiv kot samostoječo identiteto, torej v obliki kot jo ima npr. telefonski imenik, natisnjen v
knjigi. (Opozarjamo na to, da knjiga sama po sebi ni nujno strukturirana po načelih "predfoucaultovskega" arhiva, vseeno pa je očitno, da sodobne interaktivne oblike arhiva ponujajo primernejša sredstva za njegovo refiguracijo.) Druga filozofska spodbuda za določitev zasnove našega arhiva je mistično-filozofska tradicija italijanskega humanista Nikolaja Kuzanskega (1401-64), posebej njegova razprava O božjem pogledu (De visione
Dei). V njej navdihujoč so pri vizualnem protislovju iz slik, ki s pogledom sledijo gledalcu po prostoru, Kuzanski
izpeljuje možnost mišljenja božjega pogleda in s tem podobe Boga, kot se kaže že precej individualiziranemu
človeku zgodnje renesanse. Ob tem je zanimivo omeniti ikonografsko razpravo Tineta Germa iz knjige Nikolaj
Kuzanski in renesančna umetnost (Lj., 1999), ki iz tega spisa Kuzanskega pojasnjuje Dürerjev Kristomorfni avtoportret (1500). Dürer je sledeč Kuzanskemu upodobil Boga, kot se kaže vsakemu posamezniku na njemu najustreznejši način, to pomeni kot avtoportret.

Naša oblika arhiva se bo torej skozi manipulacijo preprostega algoritma, nekakšne umetne inteligence, prilagajala vsakemu uporabniku posebej. (Pravzaprav bo šlo za generične skupine uporabnikov, ker nam ne gre za individualnost posameznikove pozicije v hermenevtičnem krogu, ampak je tokrat v ospredju regularna konstrukcija družbeno-zgodovinsko specifične identitete.) Ob tem se zgodita dve stvari: po eni strani se arhiv konstruira
za vsakogar na njemu prirejen način - pomen nastaja skozi premikanje po arhivu, in sicer za vsakogar v zanj
specifičnih konstelacijah elementov -, po drugi strani pa je pomembno, da kljub temu, da ni dostop do nobenega elementa arhiva za nikogar med uporabniki blokiran, vseeno učinek individualnih struktur arhiva vzbuja atmosfero zapiranja ali omejevanja. Arhiv se kot da zapira, čeprav ni nobenih dejanskih omejitev pri brskanju po
njem, to pa nam lahko pojasni Foucaultov koncept oblasti-vednosti, ki ga teoretiki pogosto razumejo preveč
preprosto restriktivno.

Naš projekt refiguracije arhiva skozi vzpodbude Nikolaja Kuzanskega in Michela Foucaulta bo omogočal dvoje.
Najprej bo to dejanski arhiv projektov študentov videa na ljubljanski Akademiji za likovne umetnosti. Omogočal
pa bo še nekaj več, vpogled v konstrukcijo družbenih identitet, ki ne nastajajo preprosto skozi nasilja ali indoktrinacije, pač pa skozi hermenevtične kroge ustvarjanja pomenov. Pokazale se bodo različne oblike arhiva kot različne subjektne pozicije, po drugi strani pa nam naša specifična oblika odstrani eno največjih težav sodobnega
pisanja teorij in zgodovin raznih umetnosti. Arhiv ne bo enkrat za vselej postavljen, ampak se bo oblikoval skozi
dialog raznih oseb, ki bodo vstopale vanj, med njimi seveda tudi avtorjev.

